Finding optimal paths for autonomous robots can significantly reduce havel or energy costs or the probability of accident compared to other "reasonable" paths. But finding optimal paths requires a tborough and systematic search. Hence developers of real-time robots have usually not auempted to plan optimal paths. We propose a way to ensure optimality by a thorough preprocessing analysis of the terrain before the robot is sent out Our approach builds "optimal-path maps" for terrain consisting of regions of near-homogeneous haversal characteristics. These maps as sign to every point in the input map a behavioral description of the best way to reach a fixed goal point; the behavioral description is simple enough that the optimal direction at any point can be quickly calculated in real time. Then a robot need only determine where it is periodically, and look up this position in the optimal-path map. This paper discusses algorithms to conslruct optimal-path maps for single isolated homogeneous-cost convex-polygonal regions. Assuming the ability to conslruct optimal paths for a certain set of key points, we present a com plete analysis of one of the four possible single-region situations, show ing how to partition the map into regions of similar path behavior. We then propose an algorithm for constructing optimal-path maps for multi ple such regions, in the case that they meet certain "decomposability"
tics, allowing a robot to exploit optimal paths but still have signifi cant time for other matters.
I. INTRODUCTION.
We address here the problem of high-level path planning for an au tonomous vehicle, planning for which the size, joint confi gurations, and dynamics of the vehicle are negligible factors. Two main approaches have beeo tried for obtaining optimal paths for this problem when haver sal costs for all of the space are known. The most common approach ("wavefront propagation") partitions the haversable space into uniform size cells, and propagates a wavefront from the starting point until it hits the goal point, where a wavefront represents cells of near-equal cost from the starting point. This approach is lIexible but suffers from disadvan tages of space and time wastage, cost calculation inaccuracies, unreason able jaggedness of the resulting paths, and inability of the resulting path to approach the optimum as the cell size approaches zero [10] . A newer, alternative approach [9,3,10.4] partitions space into irregular regions of near-homogeneous cost, and performs a recursive decomposition of the space into subregions of similar characteristics with respect to path plan ning, and then plans a path through these meaningful regions. This "weighted-region" approach exploits algorithms of computational geometry [7] as well an analogy to Snell's Law of optics; it can get lrue optimal paths without any cost errors beyond those of the original terrain representation. The efficiency of the two approaches is not strictly com parable because their complexities are based on different units (the number of cells total for wavefront propagation, and the number of CH2876-1,19O/0000 /1924$Ol.OO © 1990 IEE E polygonal-region edges for the weighted-region approach); the algorithms of the second approach are more complicated, but they need reason about fewer entities.
But optimal-path plan planning for robots has bee n justifiably criti cized for requiring too much computation time and being too sensitive to real-world inaccuracies to work for real robots in a real setting. The inaccuracy issue is much less a problem for the high-level planning we are considering in this paper than low-level planning, since large features of free space rarely change, though inaccura cies due to divergence from the planned path in the real world can be important. The computational cost of optimal paths remains a serious argument against them, because optimality necessari ly requires careful consideration of all alternatives, not just some. But the objection to optimal-path methods would be miti gated if much of the wolk could be done in advance. That is, if we can do a careful analysis of the space though which the robot will havel be fore it starts, we could store a compressed form of Ihis analysis in the robot to guide its subsequent motion. Some work of this son has bee n done on "shortest-path maps" for obstacle-avoidance path planning, where cost is distance traveled, using a variety of techniques [2,8.5] .
Is it possible to extend this approach to optimal paths through homogeneous-cost regions? Optimal-path maps (OPMs) for a particular goal point can be conslructed by running an optimal-path planner many times for many different starting points, perhaps for points evenly distri buted. But there is a problem in that the optimal path from a point between those whose optimal paths you already know may not necessari ly be anything like the paths you already know. What we need is a rigorous theoretical basis for partitioning the plane of the map into re gions such that all points in the same region of space have similar optimal-path behavior, giving optimal-path maps like Figure 1 . Notice we say "similar", not "identical", because the latter term rarely applies.
This paper proposes such a rigorous basis for optimal-path maps for re gions with homogeneous cost-per-haversal-distance characteristics (homogeneous-cost areas, or "HCAs"). We believe we are the first to make progress on this problem, though we only address "decomposable" maps where the analysis of individual HCAs can be separated from analysis of their surroundings. Analysis of HCAs is the building block of the weighted-region path-planning algorithms [10, 4] , enabling US to ex ploit the previous wolk on weighted-region path planning.
To simplify the analysis of this diffi cult problem, we will confine ourselves in this paper to planning across two-dimensional terrain with convex polygonal homogeneous-cost areas (HCAs), with the goal point and terrain cost characteristics known in advance. We will defi ne con nected "behavioral regions" within the HCAs indicating points whose paths to the goal are fundamentally similar in that they cross the same se quence of HCA edges or vertices, or have the same "path list". With this defi nition of behavioral regions, calculations of the optimal path from any given point in the behavioral region can be quickly done by ray bacing using Snell's law and searching the space of possible departing path directions from the starting point to find the provably convex local op timum of the set of all locally-optimal paths crossing the edges and ver tices associated with the behavioral region in the proper sequence. This process is identical to that of finding optimal paths within "well-behaved subspaces" in [9] .
The first step in constructing an oplimal-path map is to b'hlld an optimal-path tree (OP'I), a summary of optimal paths from key HCA ver tices and edges to the goal. This can be done by a weighted-region path-planning algorithm like [10] or [4] . Each node in an OPT represents one possible set of edge and vertex crossings exhibited by optimal paths.
The first such edge or vertex which paths cross is called the region rool.
The plane of the map can be partitioned into behavioral regions of start points whose optimal paths are represented by the same node of the OPT.
The OPT does not. however, contain infonn ation about the boundaries between behavioral regions; the construction of these behavioral boun daries is the second step in making explicit the partitioning of the plane.
Thus an OPM consists of an OPT and an associated planar partition (see Figure 1 ). In what follows we will explore the construction of this planar partition.
In this paper we first develop the situation of a single isolated HCA. There are four cases, depending on whether the cost-rate of the HCA is higher or lower than the surrounding terrai n, and on whether the goal is inside or outside the HCA. The high-COst. exterior-goal case is the most complex, so we analyze it in depth and discuss an algorithm 10 construct ilS OPM Similar analysis and algorithms for the remaining three cases, and for three special cases (obstacles, rivers, and roads) can be found in [I] . We then classif y all the possible behavioral-boundary typeS using a unifying approach, and fi nally discuss an algorithm for constructing optimal-path maps for multiple terrain features in the case that they meet certain "decomposability" constraints. We will attempt to summarize in this short paper some complex research; further details are in [I], includ ing proo fs of things stated as "Lemma" or "Theorem" without proo f here.
The ideas proposed here derive from [10) and thus represent a weighted region-algorithm approac h to optimal-path maps; we have also explored three variants of a wavefront-propagation approach, but the output maps always had errors and were unsatisfactory, as described in [I). Side of the edge, c l sinOI=c pin9,. [3, 10] . ./ ll<..l lll,Jolry
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Figure 2 A visibl e-edge boundary distinguishes optimal paths which go through two different visible edges; the optimal paths cross their respec tive edges according to Snell's Law. Theorem 4 in the Appendix states the analytic form of such a boundary as an example of the types of equa tions which specify behavioral boundaries. Although not expressible in closed fonn. the bowulary has much the same shape as a hyperbola seg ment w hich fonns an obstacle opposite-edge boundary (5). i.e. it has p0-sitive but decreasing curvature from its point of incidence upon an HCA vertex inward inlO the HCA. and this curvature is typicall Y small so that the curve is almost linear. An example of a visible-edge boundary is found in Figure 2 . labeled 8.
A visible-hidden-edge boundary distinguishes optimal paths going through a visible edge from those going through a hidden edge; the latte r paths cross the HCA edge at exactly the critical angle and the follow it in the HCA exterior. Lemma V -4.2 of (1) states the analytic form of this type of boundary, which again is similar 10 
interior boundaries intersects the hidden edge (Lemma V-4.8 of (1)).
There is exactly one opposite-edge or comer-cutting boundary ass0-ciated with each point at which an interior boundary intersects thc opposite-edge sequence, and each visible HCA vertex is connected, either directly or via its interior boundaries. 10 an opposite-edge or comer cutting boundary. (Lemma V-4.lI of (1)). Two HCA opposite-edge boundaries or comer -cutting boundaries may intersect each other or a shadow boundary, and if they do a third boundary begins at the point of intersection and lies away from the goal, as for obstacle opposite-edges.
An optimal path will trave l inlO a high-cost HCA from outside it only across an edge which fonns an angle greater than sin-1(2Bc) with another connected HCA edge (10) such a boundary begins, it will continue inlO the HCA interior until it in tersects another boundary or HCA edge. At the point at which two such boundaries first intersect they will tenn inate. and a third boundary will begin which represents the division between the two regions which the fi rst two boundaries did not have in common. Boundaries will continue 10 intersect and new ones begin in the HCA interior until the boundary asso ciated with each visible vertex is connected with one or more hidden ver tices or HCA edgcs (Lemmas V-4.10 and V-4.l l of [I)).
Outside the HCA, there are four possible types of boundaries. HCA edges are trivial boundaries (Lemma V-4.5 of [I)). HCA shadows represent the intuitive idea of shadows cast by a light source at the goal.
Examples of HCA shadow boundaries are labeled e in Fi gures 2, 3. and 4. The other two types are HCA opposite-edge boundaries and HCA corner-cutting boundaries. HCA opposite-edge boundaries are the gen eralization of obstacle opposite-edge boundaries, and differentiate between paths w hi ch stan outside the HCA and go through or around the HCA in different directions. There are three types of opposite-edge boundaries, dependin g on whether neither, one, or both optimal paths go through an HCA edge. A path which does not go through the HCA goes around it initially via one of its vertices. The case where neither path goes through the HCA is the same as the obstacle opposite-edge boun dary case discussed in [1). and is described by connected hyperbola seg men ts. Thc first and second cases have more complicated analytic foons, although the shape of the boundaries is very s imilar to hyperbolas. (Lem ma V-4.7 of [I)). In Figures 2. 3, and 4 . opposite-edge boundaries are labeled f. In Figures 2 and 3 all three cases occur, while in Figure 4 the HCA is a virtual obstacle, that is. it appears 10 points outside it that it is an obstacle. so the only op posite-edge boundary it has is the third, or hy perbolic case.
HCA comer-cutting boundaries occur when optimal paths cut into the HCA along an edge which is not part of the opposite-edge sequence. Comer -cutting boundaries emanate from a vertex connecting a hidden and a visible edge whcn shortcutting occurs across those edges (for ex ample. in Figure 3, labeled g ). In the generalization of this case where the edges across which sboncutting occurs are separated by one or more edges. the comer-cutting boundary be gins at the point at which the set of with respect to all start-points outside the HCA. Such an HCA is called a virtual obstacle. The HCA shown in Figure 4 is a virtual obslacle. If all the opposire-edge and comer-cutting boundaries converge and become a single opposite-edge boundary away from the goal, the HCA becomes, for all points beyond the point of convergence, a virtua1 obstacle.
Similar detailed analysis is
some similarities to the low-cost, interior-goal case and some to the high-cost, interior-goal case. Parabolic and similar boundaries occur out side the HCA, and the wedges which occur in the low-cost, interior-goal case are present in this case as well. Only one type of boundary occurs in the HCA interior, similar to the visible-edge boundary of a high-eost external-goal HCA, and seven types occur in the HCA exterior, some of which bave the form of parabolas, and some of which are general curves of similar behavior to parabolas (Theorem V-7 of [1]).
A UNIFYING VIEW OF BEHAVIORAL-REGION BOUNDARIES
The cost of optimal paths from each start point in the plane is a function of the location of the start poinL ]n other words, there is a cost function of X and Y which characterizes the entire map. Consider the re gion around the goal, for which the goal is the region root . Cost is pr0-portional to distance from the goal, in the absence of intervening terrai n, so iso-cost contours form circles about the goal. This cost function is an inverted cone with vertex at the goal-point, or the upper half of a cone as defined in classical geometry. In any homogeneous-behavior region with a point as its root, there will be some additional cost of the optimal path from the root to the goal. For each region whose roo t is a single point then, the cost function in the region will be conical with respect to a vertical axis through the point. The venex of the cone representing the cost function will be shifted upward on the cost axis by the amount of the cost of an DJltimai path from the root.
Another type of region roo t is an edge along which, on the lower cost side, paths travel en route to the goal. Straightforward geometrical analysis shows that the cost function associated with a length-wise traveled edge is a plane.
A third type of region root is an edge which paths cross, obeying Snell's Law as they do so. As each path crosses the edge, it enters a re gion where the cost function becomes proportionally greater or less than before. But each edge which is crossed according to Snell's Law per forms a transformation on ("distorts") the current cost function. The cost function associated with a Snell's-Law edge is therefore a distortion of the cost function associated with the parent of the edge in the DJltimal path tree. Thus there are two types of cost functions associated with Snell's-Law edges, one where the cone of a point-type root is transformed by the edge resulting in a distorted cone, and one where the plane of a edge-type roo t is transformed by the Snell's-Law edge, result ing in a plane. For regions with conical cost functions, paths whiCh crossed into it from a region with a lower cost would have a cost func tion which was a flattened "cone". Paths crossing into it from a region with a higher cost would have a cost function which was a "cone" with grealer curvature. For regions with planar cost functions, higher-cost ad jacent regions would have a more slDped cost function, while lower-cost adjacent regions would have a less slDped cost function.
There are any number of "higher-order" cost functions associated with Snell's-Law edges ending in a poinL For example, paths could cross three edges enroute to a point. So it does not appear to be possible to derive a finite number of analytic characterizations of cost functions for all varieties of Snell's-Law edges. Note, however, that although a cost function may be transformed by any number of Snell's-Law edges, it has its basis in either a poinl or a linearly-traversed edge root, so there are really only two general classifications of Snell's-Law cost functions, those for n crossings rooted in a point, and those for n crossi ngs roo ted in a linearly-traversed edge. Once a sequence of region roots leads back to a point or a traversed edge, a fixed cost is associated with the point or the goal end of the edge, which is the cost from that point to the goal, and so no other previous information about cost functions remains relevant.
Since these are the only types of region roots which occur in the terrain defined for this research, there are only three general types of cost func tions: cones, planes, and various orders of distorted cones, depending respectively on whether the region bas a point as its root, a linearly traversed-edge or one or more Snell's-Law edges ending in a linearly traversed edge as its TOO t, or finally a SneU's-Law edge as its roo t leading to one or more Snell's-Law edges and a poinL
The occurrence of many of the simpler types of boundaries can now be eltplained in \erms of the cost functions of the region roots for regions which the boundary separates. Since at a boundary between two regions, the cost function for both regions applies, it must be that the boundary is the projection on the XY plane of the intersection of the two cost func tions. The inrersection of two cones with parallel axes is, according to basic analytic geometry, a hyperbola, and so it becomes clear why the boundary between two regions with points as roots is always a hyperbola.
The intersection of two planes is a line, so the boundary between re gions which both have linearly-traversed edges as roo ts is a line segment, for example, the hidden-edge merging-path boundary of a high-cost. external-goal HCA. The boundary between a region whose root is a point and a region whose rool is an HCA edge was shown in [1] to be a parabola Since the slope of the plane which is the cost function of the edge's region is the cost rare of the background, and the slope of the cone is also the cost rate of the background, the plane and the cone have the same slope. Thus the intersection of the plane and the cone is a para bola.
The more complicated boundaries involving one or more Snell's
Law edges ending in a point also are consisrent with this view, although the mathematics involved in computing the intersections of generalized shapes is complex. Boundaries involving Snell's-Law edges ending in a linearly-traversed edge are of the same types as those involving single linearly-traversed edges. Since there are three general types of cost func tions, and each boundary can be described as the intersection of two cost functions, there are six non-redundant ways that two cost functions may intersect
ALGORITHMS FOR CONSlRUCTION OF PLANAR PARTITIONS FOR OPTIMAL-PATH MAPS
The algorithm presented in [I] 10 compute the planar partition for a single isolated high-cost area with an exrernal goal begins by constructing the boundaries in the HCA interior. Each vertex of such a HCA is associ ated with an in\emal boundary (see Figures 2,3 , and 4) These boundaries are computed first, and then are intersected with each other. New boun daries are propagated at each point of intersection, building a network of interior boundaries which is connected to the initially-computed boun daries. The algorithm continues pairing boundaries and plotting new ones until all the boundaries are joined together on both ends or intersect an edge of the HCA. Note that deciding which adjacent boundaries should be paired is not simple, and it may take several iterations for the procedure to settle on a COITect configuration. This network consists of one or more tree s. Since each interior boundary tree intersects an 0ppo
site edge exactly once, this can serve to begin generation of the external DJIposire-edge boundaries. There can be several HCA opposite edges and opposile-edge boundaries. Comer-cutting boundaries occur when an inte rior boundary associated with a vertex actually begins, not at the vertex, but somewhere along the boundary. Shadow boundaries are plotted and integrated with the opposite-edge boundaries. Algorithms for the three other types of HCAs are much less complex and can be accomplished without iteration in one pass .
Although the investigation into the problem of creating optimaI-path maps for multiple HCAs is IIOt complete in all its details, we propose in [I] a high-level description of such an algorithm for the case that the map is "decomposable· into individual HCAs. See [1] for a definition of decomposability; its effect is that two HCAs canno t have comllHlll edges. Methods for constructing Voronoi diagrams [7] provide a model for ap proaches to the construction of an optimal-path map for multiple temIin features. Voronoi diagram methods use a divide-and-conquer approach, in which the points in the plane are divided into two roughly equal sets, the Voronoi diagrams of the two sets computed recursively, and the two Voronoi diagrams merged to produce the final diagram.
The key question is how two optimal-path maps with the same goal can be merged into one OPM. An encouraging aspect of this problem is that when constructing OPMs for single terrain features, we rely only on the optimal paths from terrain-feature vertices, which are computed by standard point-to-point path planners and take all features of a map into account Thus optimal paths from any vertex will remain the same re gardless of which terrain features are incorporated into the OPM.
The merge step depends on the fact that any two boundaries, when they intersect, represent the meeting point of three regions, one of which is common to both boundaries. A new boundary will emanate from the point of intersection which separates the two regions which the original boundaries did not have in common. Rather than attempt to study all the special cases of possible region intersections among boundaries, it is prefemble to use the unifying approach to boundary generation which considers the two types of region roots involved and selects from the lim ited number of boundary types to find the new boundary. However. since there are infinitely many possible types of Snell's-Law edges based on the number of edge-crossings between the edge and the goal. an approxi mate solution is proposed. Since boundaries between Snell's-Law edges are similar to hyperbolas. it is proposed that for all except the varieties already derived in [I], hyperbolas be used as approximations to the exact curves.
When a new boundary has been generated because of the intcrsec tion of two boundaries from different sets, the effects may propagate into both partial OPMs. This will be, in the worst case. a very expensive operation, because unlike Voronoi diagram construction, the boundaries between regions are not simple lines, and the effects are not guarantee d to be local. Each boundary which is truncated by the new boundary must be followed to its end (before it was truncated), and if it intersected other boundaries, these in tum must be reconsidered with respect to the new boundary.
ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHMS
Some error will occur because of inexact representation of boun daries. Each boundary whose analytical form does not have a closed form solution is represented by a piecewise-linear approximation. These boundaries are ploUed parametrically, itcrati vely setting one parameter and solving for the other. Fortunately for the precision of the algorithm, most boundaries had very little curvature in experiments. What error does occur will cause start points which are close to a boundary to be placed in an incorrect region, but the cost error will be no greater than the cost rate in the region times the maximum distance of the piecewise-linear ap proximation from the actual curve, generally a very small number.
The algorithm of [4) is 0 (n 7L) in time complexity in the worst case, L an accuracy parameter, and the algorithm of [10] is 0 (n') in the average case, n the number of terrain vertices. This gives us an idea of the time complexity of constructing the optimal-path tree .
The worst-case time complexity of the high-cost-exterior-goal HCA OPM a1gurithm is 0 (n � and the space complexity is 0 (n) (see [I] ).
The high time complexity is caused by the need to determine which the interior boundaries will intersect each other. The other three single-HCA OPM algorithms have worst-case time and space complexity of 0 (n).
Tbe multiple-feature divide-and-conquer OPM algorithm spends o (n) time dividing the map at each stage of size n, by standard median finding algorithms from computational geometIy. Let the time complexi ty of the algorithm itself be expressed as T(n). Then the recursive appli cation of the algorithm to buth halves of the map will take 2T (n 12) time. Thus the dividing, recursion, and merging will take
is the time complexity of the merge step. The merge step is shown in [1] to be 0 (n4), and solv ing for T(n). the worst-case time complexity is T(n) S 0 (n · ).
The high-cost, exterior-goal case, was implemented as a proof-of concept program. The high-cost, exterior-goal HCA was chosen because it was the most complex of the seven cases and incorporated most of the types of boundaries. The implementation was not intended to be particu larly efficient, but was primarily designed to corroborate the shapes of various boundaries when compared with multiple runs of a point-to-point weighted-region path-planning implementation by Richbourg [10] . This implementation was done in C-Prolog on a VAX 11n85 running under BSD 4.3 Unix.
All this analysis relates to construction of OPMs during preprocess ing. At run time, the robot can use standard point-location algorithms from computational geometIy of worst-case time complexity 0 (log n) to determine which behavioral region of an OPM it is located in. Optimal paths can then be quickly computed using methods reported in [10] , [4] and elsewhere.
optimal paths from V I and V 2 respectively) where without loss of gen erality it is assumed that c 2>C I' the boundary between regions 1 and 2 is a portion of the hyperbola branch which is closer to V, than to V\> and is described by THEOREM: (Boundary between two regions each having paths whi c h cross an edge en route /0 a single point) Given goal point G and two ad jacent homogeneous-behavior regions with cost-rate '0 with edges VW and XY, where paths which cross edges VW and XY go directly to points U and Z at cost-rates r,.,. and , '" respectively, and where the total costs from U and Z to the goal are c. and c. respectively, the boundary between the regions consists of points P with distances Xto x" Ylo and y, as shown in Figure 5 , angle of incidence of the path from P across edge VW to U is e., the angle of refraction is 9\0 the angle of incidence of the path from P across edge XY to Z is 9., and the angle of refraction is 9" where the following seven equations are satisfi ed. (See Figure 5 ) Boundary Condition: r,.,.xl+'oX,;=r",YI+ roY2
Snell's Law for edge VW: r _sin91 = 'oSine.
Snell's Law for edge XY: r", sine, = r oSin94
Note that el and e3 are the dependent and independent variables respec tively; the 9" x" and Yi are variables, while d" u, �, y, ri, and ci are constants. \ cost-rate = r xy
